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2009 Report from the Editors of Antichthon
The editors of Antichthon, Peter Davis and Elizabeth Minchin, report that Volume 43
(2009) was distributed in September 2009, followed quite quickly by Volume 44
(2010), which was distributed in December. Volume 43, with the individualised cover
that we now associate with Antichthon ’s thematic issues, contains ten of the papers
offered at the conference “Roman Byways”, in memory of Charles Tesoriero. Nine of
the articles are by colleagues at Australasian universities; one is from an overseas
contributor. The majority of the papers address different themes in Latin literature.
Volume 44 contains seven contributions: four from colleagues at Australasian
universities; two from overseas; and one from two senior members of the Australian
Classics community. One of the overseas papers is that of Andrew Stewart, the
keynote speaker at the 2008 ASCS conference in Christchurch; the other is the text of
a lecture by Oliver Taplin – the lecture being the inaugural William Ritchie Memorial
Lecture, delivered at Sydney University on 14th August 2008. The Australasian
contributions are largely on historical-cultural themes.
The editors’ task is to invite submissions for Antichthon , to select referees, to make
final decisions on the basis of the referees’ reports, and to communicate with the
authors during the period that leads up to acceptance or otherwise of the submission.
The editors thank wholeheartedly those colleagues who have given up their research
time to review submissions and then to write generous and helpful comments for the
author. And, once again, or in fact twice again, we must thank Bruce Marshall, our
excellent formatter, who takes on all the problems of production (and there are
many!) and worries away at them until they are elegantly resolved.
We have already accepted some material for volume 45. Nevertheless, ASCS
members should not expect the 2011 volume of Antichthon to appear before 2011.
Peter Davis
Elizabeth Minchin
February 2010
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